
M4 Magazine Adapter for AK  

This sheet serves as a guide for the average stamped receiver AK. CDG 
recommends the adapter be installed by a licensed gunsmith. Because of 
manufacturing tolerances amongst the many AK rifle versions, additional 
fitting of the adapter or installation of a bullet guide may be required to 
function properly in your particular version.  User may find certain mags 
to not lock in, stick and function properly, such as Colt 20 round mags and
non STANAG 4179 magazines (cheap AR mag replicas). 

Not all AR magazines are made the same. CANIS recommends the Magpul
5.56 PMAGS GEN 2 or USGI/STANAG 4179 compliant “metal” magazines
for use with our adapter. Some may be tight and need to “Wear” in over 
time or user may lightly sand edges and corners of the mag for desired 
effect.

CANIS warrants the product to be free of workmanship defects but does 
not accept responsibility for product or installation abuse. CANIS reserves
the right to request information to verify any and all claims.



Milling of the Trunnion
The front trunnion where the AR Magazine will sit, needs to be milled out
to a width of .88”. This puts the cutting centered between the set of rivets
under the rails. The depth of milling required is .880 -.890”. This will allow
the AR mag to fully seat and lock into the adapter. 

Adjustments for fitting after milling is completed
*Test fit adapter before making any adjustments!

1. Filing may be required under the rear or on the back of the 
catch lug for the adapter to lock into the rif le. 

2. Filing of the front lug and shoulders of the adapter to seat into 
the receiver after milling. 

3. Filing of the top of the mag catch to adjust the locking in of the 
mag. Current AR mag catch holes can vary anywhere from .010
- .020” in tolerance due to manufacturing (stamping and 
polymer molds) 


